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Abstract 
This paper presents four algorithms for QoSensing (4TQS) and routing on 
dynamics Wireless Sensor Networks. Since many types of researches held on 
QoSensing improvement in terms of coverage and connectivity enhancement. 
In a WSN with a density of 120 static and 30 mobile nodes, the major pow-
er-consuming activities are mobility and communication. Such power con-
straint has a great effect on the node activities and the same network. We 
analyzed the occurrence of coverage holes which is, regions inside the area of 
interest that are void of operational nodes for sensing and/or routing purpos-
es. 4TQS method shows clustering phase through neuro-fuzzy based affinity 
propagation NFAP, sleep scheduling phase with ESLS algorithm and the as-
sist of coverage enhancement phase in which HAHP is involved. Routing 
phase and connectivity metrics are improved with DTMR algorithm. In-
volvement of four efficient algorithms results in improved QoSensing in 
WSN. We analyzed our proposed method in both Star and Mesh topology in 
order to evaluate the QoSensing metrics in both topologies. Our method 
shows promising results in QoSensing metrics or performance in dynamics 
WSNs. 
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1. Introduction 

When all modes have the same hardware and capabilities, the network is homo-
geneous; otherwise, it is heterogeneous. Grouping of nodes within the network 
to facilitate or improve communication makes it hierarchical. In a flat network, 
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all of its nodes communicate on the same level with the sink. A static WSN has 
stationary nodes whereas in a dynamic network, the nodes are mobile. Conven-
tional researches on target coverage in tradeoff between Sensing Quality and 
network lifetime mainly focus to increase the nodes lifetime. Increasing sensing 
quality is of the utmost importance to ensure comfort living in Smart Cities. 
These smart cities are envisioned to be heavily dependent on wireless sensor 
networks and internet of things [1]. According to E. Palacios et al. [2], coverage 
and connectivity are the major constraints in QoSensing. High coverage and 
connectivity require high delay and energy. Thus, energy and delay also play vi-
tal role in QoSensing. Here, authors consider throughput, delay, energy con-
sumption, connectivity, jitter, packet delivery ratio, and coverage as major per-
formance metrics.  

To enhance QoSensing in terms of coverage factor, many research works such 
as Coverage Contribution Area (CCA) [3], Centralized Lloyd-Like Algorithm 
(CLLA) [4], and the method to calculate the maximum lifetime target coverage 
MLTC [5] are presented in WSN. CCA resolves k-coverage problem in which at 
least k-nodes are required to cover the particular target. In CCA, residual energy 
of sensor node is considered as major constraint. In CLLA, the centralized and 
distributed algorithms provide a flexible and explicit tradeoff between sensing 
uncertainty and network lifetime. MLTC is based on the target which is covered 
by a minimum number of sensor nodes that is defined as targetmin. This scheme 
calculates the maximum lifetime target coverage MLTC which is equal to the 
sum of the lifetimes of the sensor nodes that cover targetmin. Connectivity en-
hancement in relay node selection and deployment is achieved by utilizing Local 
search Approximation Algorithm (LSAA), and Relay Location Selection Algo-
rithm (RLSA) [6]. Key idea behind this work is coverage enhancement and op-
timal relay node location results in high connectivity in the network. Joint Clus-
tering and Routing (JCR) is introduced to improve connectivity between sensor 
nodes in the network [7]. The inter-cluster topology is formed by adapting backoff 
timer and gradient routing protocol with the consideration of transmission 
range. In [8], a heuristic algorithm is capable of adjusting its sensing range and 
location by itself to monitor more number of targets. The heuristic algorithm 
has better network lifetime than the existing algorithms in both simple and 
k-coverage scenarios.  

Some research works are held on WSN to resolve both coverage and connec-
tivity problems. In [9], author attempts to solve joint coverage and connectivity 
problem by enabling optimal sensor deployment strategy. This problem is for-
mulated as minimum cost reliability constrained sensor node deployment prob-
lem and solution is determined by Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) algorithm. 
Mobile sensor node deployment problem is divided into two sub-problems, namely 
target coverage problem and network connectivity problem [10]. Former prob-
lem is solved by clique partition based heuristic algorithm and Voronoi parti-
tion-based TV-greedy algorithm. Whereas, Steiner minimum tree-based solu-
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tion is presented to solve later problem. Energy efficiency which is an important 
and indirect QoSensing metric is improved with the help of efficient routing and 
clustering algorithms. Energy efficient routing protocol namely Prolong-Stable 
Election Protocol (P-SEP) is presented to minimize energy consumption in sen-
sor network [11]. In cluster based WSN, energy aware routing algorithm selects 
optimal cluster head (CH) based on residual energy level, and intra-cluster dis-
tance [12]. By considering CHs as virtual backbone, route is constructed to sink. 
Regional Energy Aware Clustering with Isolated Nodes (REAC-IN) is an effec-
tual clustering algorithm incorporated in WSN in order to minimize energy 
consumption [13]. Here CH selection is carried-out based on residual energy of 
each sensor node and regional energy of nodes in that region. Adaptive Sleep Ef-
ficient Hybrid Medium Access Control (AEH-MAC) algorithm allows sensor 
nodes to adjust their sleeping time dynamically [14]. Sensor node adjusts the 
sleep time according to traffic load and coordinate wakeup time of neighbor 
nodes. This dynamic sleep scheduling improves energy efficiency of the network. 
In [15], [16] used k-out-of-n model to calculate the k-coverage probability, which 
determines the minimal number of nodes that are needed to be deployed in the 
monitored area. But on WSNs non deterministic in these two cases, mitigation 
techniques must be deployed to handle faults and QoSensing problems at run-time. 
Hence, coverage and connectivity issues represented the main concern to be 
considered in this paper. 

The major contributions of this paper summarized as follows, 
● A WSN architecture is designed for sensing or coverage of objectives formed 

in star topology, mesh with energy efficient cost. 
● A method with four protocols of specific characteristics that act in four 

phases for dynamic WSNs with improvements in energy efficiency.  
● All aforementioned QoSensing metrics are improved by 4TQS method and 

proposed method is implemented in two different network topologies such as 
stare and mesh topology. Each QoSensing metric is analyzed in both topolo-
gies. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 analyzes the related 
works held on each QoSensing metric improvement. In Section 3, we highlight 
the problems existed in previous works. Section 4 explains the proposed 4TQS 
method with novel algorithms. In Section 5, performance of method is evaluated 
in two different topologies in terms of performance metrics. In Section 6, we 
conclude our contributions. 

2. Related Works 

Cover problem was resolved by K-coverage Enhancement Algorithm (KCEA) in 
which initial coverage stage was enhanced [17]. In KCEA, harmony search op-
timization algorithm was utilized to find value of k to attain k-coverage in WSN. 
This method increases complexity and latency due to involvement of multiple 
parameter initializations in harmony search algorithm. Coverage enhancement 
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was achieved Edge Based Centroid (EBC) algorithm in which convergence art 
was fast [18], and also evaluated effect of fading on the k-coverage of wireless 
sensor networks via techniques from stochastic geometry. In this scheme is af-
fected by the significant level of the k-coverage degradation due to multipath 
fading compared to the case of no fading (fixed range). In [19] evaluated the 
impact of boundary and shadowing effects simultaneously in performance of a 
wireless multi-hop networks (WMNs). Here the influence of different network 
parameters on the network k-coverage performance and concludes that the de-
tection range and location of sensor nodes have a positive effect on QoSensing.  

In grid based WSN, coverage problem was solved by Enhanced Coverage Over-
lapping Sensing Ratio (ECOSR) [20]. Here behavior sensor node was approx-
imated by random wave point sensor model. This method requires sensor nodes 
with maximum energy to achieve required coverage. Thus energy consumption 
is high in this method. A surface coverage algorithm was introduced to deal with 
coverage problem in sensor network for complex three-dimensional terrains [21]. 
In this surface coverage algorithm, grid division, simulated annealing, and local 
optimum algorithms were involved. Immersion of three different algorithms for 
one purpose increases complexity and time consumption.  

Survivability aware connectivity restoration strategy was employed for WSN 
partition [22]. In this strategy load equilibrium mechanism was employed to 
connect partitioned segments while stopping points for mobile nodes were se-
lected based on connectivity failure probability. In this strategy transmission is 
carried out through non-optimal path which increases transmission latency and 
packet loss. Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) was utilized to enhance 
connectivity between nodes in ZigBee based WSN [23]. Accuracy improvement 
was achieved by Gaussian filtering with averaging method whereas computational 
overhead was minimized by median method based on RSSI samples. This method 
is not able to achieve high accuracy for nearly placed nodes and also increases 
energy consumption. Deployment strategy for sensor nodes in three-dimensional 
space was introduced to attain better connectivity and coverage in WSN [24]. In 
this strategy, problem of connectivity and coverage was resolved by four algo-
rithms in different scenario. This method demands different algorithms for dif-
ferent types of targets which minimizes the efficiency.  

Graph based Coverage and Connectivity Technique (GCCT) was introduced 
to provide better connectivity and coverage in large-scale WSN [25]. This me-
thod also considered energy depletion and time consumption as performance 
metrics. In this method two different leader nodes namely core leader and super 
leader nodes are involved in which network lifetime is decreased.  

In [26] evaluated some parameters of the QoS for performance of the WSN 
network under the AODV routing protocol in the NS-3 simulator. It analyzes 4 
metrics (packet sent, received and lost, throughput, packet delivery rate and loss 
packets. The evaluation is made for a network in mesh topology. However, 
AODV generates uniform detection and it is not suitable for realistic environ-
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ments. Therefore, show high energy cost, with a reduced life time in dynamics 
WSNs. In WSN assisted IoT, Energy Efficient Centroid based Routing Protocol 
(EECRP) was employed to minimize energy consumption [27]. In EECRP, clus-
tering was performed by self-organizing of local nodes while centroid was se-
lected based on residual energy of the node. Based on centroid position, CH ro-
tation and CH selection were performed. Since BS location plays vital role in 
EECRP, this is method is not suitable for network in which BS is located outside 
from the network. In [28] proposes a PSO (Particle Swarm Optimization)-based 
uneven dynamic clustering multi-hop routing protocol (PUDCRP). In this pro-
posed, time consumption is increased with respect to number of iterations. 
Hence route selection in this method involved with large time consumption.  

In [29] presented a resource allocation scheme with delay optimization consi-
dering millimeter waves with QoS. However, in this scheme do not apply opti-
mization methods to directly minimize system delay Delay constrained mul-
ti-hop routing and clustering mechanism was introduced with the aim of pro-
vided minimized energy consumption and end-to-end delay in WSN [30]. In 
this approach, CH selection, inter-cluster routing, and intra-clustering routing 
were performed based on a cost function which combine both energy and delay 
requirements. In multi-hop routing, distance is not considered which increases 
energy consumption in routing. In order to improve energy efficiency and delay 
efficiency in the network, QoS-aware Heterogeneously Clustered Routing (QHCR) 
protocol was developed [31]. Here communication between CH and long-distance 
node was enabled by multi hop communication based on path metric. Initial 
energy of sensor nodes, expected transmission counts, and minimum loss were 
involved in path metric. Since routing is performed in multi-hop, energy con-
sumption of intermediate nodes is high. In [32] evaluated a data fusion protocol 
for WSN performance and data retrieval. By using data fusion, the protocol 
presents an effective way to monitor the global performance of the network. In 
this scheme, the necessary nodes to be moved is reduced which further reduced 
the overhead in the network. 

3. Problem Definition 

Energy-efficient Self-deployment Algorithm (ESA) was introduced [33]. Here 
sensor nodes in the network were move towards central node in order to im-
prove connectivity. In each node neighbor node table was maintained in which 
locations of all sensor nodes were updated. Since sensor nodes are moved to-
wards central node instead of target, this method is not effective to cover target 
and to improve sensing efficiency. Here space complexity also high due to 
maintaining of neighbor table. In [34] proposed protocol called multi-hop de-
terministic energy efficient routing (MDR). The protocol functionality can be 
described in two phases. Phase one comprises the selection of optimal CHs and 
phase two comprises how transmission is being done through node to CHs via 
automated selected SCHs and how the transmissions is done between the CHs to 
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base station via cluster routing. For homogeneous network based on multi-hop 
sub clustering and clustering routing to transmit the data to base station, me-
chanism show significant downgrade in performance, to adapt to different dy-
namics environments. 

In coverage quality enhancement process, differential evolution process was 
employed to detect target position [35]. Here nodes were move towards targets 
according to distance with target. Thus, a target which has minimum distance 
with sensor nodes is covered with many sensor nodes while a target which is 
placed far away from the network is suffered from insufficient coverage. There-
fore, this method is not able to cover all targets in the network. Maximizing cov-
erage Quality with Minimum number of Sensor (MQMS) framework was intro-
duced to improve coverage quality or network lifetime to enable trade-off be-
tween sensing quality and network lifetime [36]. In MQMS framework, same 
area is covered with multiple sensors due to poor deployment strategy and sen-
sor nodes are statics. Thus, sensing quality is decreased in the network. Was 
presented a model to optimization of WSN deployment for sensing urban air 
pollution [37]. This scheme (ILP) based on integer linear programming model-
ing provides the relationship between resolution and number of sensing nodes. 
Thus, it is necessary to design an effectual approach to improve sensing quality 
in WSN with involvement of novel algorithms without computational as well as 
communication overhead.  

4. Proposed Work 
4.1. System Overview 

In our proposed, WSN is intended with both static nodes (SNs) and Mobile 
Nodes (MNs). To improve QoSensing in designed WSN 4TQS method is com-
prised with following phases: 1) clustering phase, 2) sleep scheduling phase, 3) 
coverage enhancement phase, 4) routing phase. Proposed 4TQS architecture 
with N number of SNs a { }1 2, , , NSN SN SN SN=   and M number of MNs as 

{ }1 2, , , MMN MN MN MN=   and Sink node (S) is depicted in Figure 1. Initially 
all sensor nodes are clustered with the assist of NFAP algorithm. In each cluster, 
ESLS algorithm is involved to manage sleep scheduling of sensor nodes. Cover-
age quality is enhanced through HAHP while connectivity is improved by 
DTMR routing algorithm. Thus, involvement of four effective algorithms in 
4TQS method results in improved QoSensing metrics such as coverage, connec-
tivity, energy efficiency, delay, and throughput. Each significant phase is detailed 
in following sections. 

4.2. Clustering Phase 

In this phase, a novel NFAP algorithm is presented in order to cluster the sensor 
nodes in the network. In NFAH algorithm, all sensor nodes are fed into neu-
ro-fuzzy system to select exemplar node and based on exemplar node other nodes 
are clustered by affinity propagation algorithm. The key idea of affinity propagation  
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Figure 1. Architecture of 4TQS method with energy improvement in WSN. 

 
method is based on message passing between data points (i.e.) similarity be-
tween data points. In affinity propagation, similarity between two data points is 
measured to check whether the given data point is capable of being exemplar for 
another one. If similarity is high, then the data points are assigned to same clus-
ter. In 4TQS method, affinity propagation method is slightly modified to im-
prove the performance. In NFAP algorithm, exemplar nodes are selected by 
neuro-fuzzy method based on significant metrics such as energy, distance with 
sink, centrality, and degree of node. Here neuro-fuzzy system is utilized for ex-
emplar selection in order to support multiple nodes at the same time. A node 
which has high energy, minimum distance with sink, high centrality, and high 
degree is selected as exemplar node. If k number nodes are selected as exemplar, 
then k number of clusters formed in the network.  

In Figure 2, the process of NFAP algorithm is depicted. Initially all sensor 
nodes including SNs and MNs are fed into neural network with membership 
function. Then the exemplar nodes are selected based on rule base in fuzzy sys-
tem. Based on k exemplar nodes, all sensor nodes are clustered as in figure. In 
this algorithm two matrices are involved to update. Similarity between node i 
and exemplar Ek is computed in terms of Euclidian distance as follows, 

( ) 2,k k iSim E i E Node= −                        (1) 

Then responsibility matrix and availability matrix are updated accordance to si-
milarity. Responsibility (R) update is sent around as, 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ }, , max , ,k k i iR E i Sim E i a k i s k i′≠ ′ ′← − +            (2) 

Then the availability is updated as, 

( ) ( ) ( )( ){ }( ),, min 0, , max 0, ,k k ia k i R i i R k i′≠
′← +∑           (3) 

Clustering phase
(NFAP algorithm)

Routing phase
(DTMR algorithm)

MN

SN in Sleep

SN in Listen

Sink

CH

Target
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Figure 2. NFAP process. 

 
Using above equations responsibility and availability are computed between 

each node and exemplar node. If exemplar k has positive responsibility and 
availability values for node i, then node i is assigned to kth cluster. This process 
is performed iteratively until all possible clusters are formed. 

Algorithm 1 explains the overall process of NFAP algorithm-based clustering. 
Here exemplar nodes are assigned clusters heads (CHs) which are responsible 
for data gathering and routing. Thus, all senor nodes in the network including 
SNs and MNs are clustered by NFAP algorithm efficiently. Major advantage of 
clustering is energy efficiency and minimized delay. Since NFAP algorithm se-
lects CH based on residual energy, distance with sink node, centrality, and de-
gree of node, clustering phase helps in QoSensing improvement. Here CH has 
high residual energy which increases network lifetime. Similarly, distance with 
sink node minimum for CH which results in minimized energy consumption 
and transmission delay. In each cluster, centrality and degree of the node are 
high which help to improve coverage and connectivity. Therefore, effectual clus-
tering process based on NFAP results in improved QoSensing metrics. 

4.3. Sleep Scheduling Phase 

In WSN, it is assumed that all sensor nodes including SNs and MNs have same 
initial energy level. But energy dissipation in all nodes is not equal in all nods. 
Since our proposed WSN involved with mobile nodes, it is obvious that mobile 
nodes consume more energy than static node. Major idea of involving mobile 
nodes is to enhance coverage in the network during event detection. Thus, the  

Node 1

Node 2

Node 
(N+M)

E1

E2

Ek

E
k

Rule base
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Algorithm 1. NFAP based clustering. 

Input: Ns = {SNs, MNs} 
Output: k clusters as { }1 2, , , kC C C C=   

Begin 
Initialize Ns 
Fed Ns into NFIS 

For each ,SN MN Ns∈  
Find fizzy output upon rule base 
If (output=High) 

Select as exemplar E 
Else 

Goto next node 
End if 

End for 
Find k exemplar as Ek 

For each ,SN MN Ns∈  
For each kE E∈  

Find Sim(E,Ns) 
Update R,A 
If R&A==High 

Assign Ns to ck 
Else 

Goto another cluster 
End if 

End for 
Until 
Required clusters formed 

End for 
End 

 
major purpose of mobile nodes is coverage enhancement. To minimize energy 
consumption in the network, ESLS algorithm is employed in WSN by 4TQS 
method. ESLS method allows MNs to sleep over sensing period and allows listen 
only after event detection in order to balance energy dissipation between SNs 
and MNs. Here ESLS algorithm schedules SNs based on energy level (El) and 
coverage (Cov). This algorithm is performed periodically by CH. In ESLS, SNs 
with low energy and low coverage area are provided with high sleep time whe-
reas SNs with high energy level and coverage are provided with low sleep time. 
This is because SNs with low energy level are suffered by early node dead and 
SNs with low coverage dissipates higher energy to sense lower coverage. Initially 
SNs are sorted in ascending order based on energy level and coverage. Then 
node in first position is provided with high priority to sleep while node in last 
position is provided with low priority to sleep. 

Consider set of nodes from SNs with high energy level and high coverage as 
{ }1 2, , ,H hSN SN SN SN=   and SNs with low energy level and low coverage as 
{ }1 2, , ,L lSN SN SN SN=   where h l N+ = . Here SNH is follows scheduling in 

Figure 3(a) while SNL follows scheduling process in Figure 3(b). Therefore, ef-
ficient sleep scheduling process results in high energy efficiency.  

Steps in ESLS algorithm 
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Steps involved in ESLS 

Step 1: 
Step 2: 
Step 3: 
Step 4: 
Step 5: 
Step 6: 
Step 7: 
Step 8: 
Step 9: 
Step 10: 
Step 11: 
Step 12: 
Step 13: 
Step 14: 

Initialize Ns 
For all MN Ns∈  

Assign (Sleep) 
For all SN Ns∈  

Find El&Cov 
If (El&Cov==High) 

Assign High priority 
Schedule sleep time 

Else 
Assign low priority 
Schedule sleep time 

End if 
End for 
End 

 

 
Figure 3. (a) Sleep scheduling for low priority SNs (b) Sleep scheduling for low priority 
SNs. 
 

Since mobile nodes are assigned to sleep and SNs are scheduled with optimal 
scheduling strategy, ESLS method helps to improve energy efficiency without 
loss in coverage. 

4.4. Coverage Enhancement Phase 

In all possible paths which provide minimum cost function is selected as optimal 
path and selected for routing. In 4TQS method, network is designed with both 
static nodes and mobile nodes. In the network, mobile nodes are scheduled to 
sleep in all time by ESLS algorithm and static nodes are dynamically scheduled 
to sleep and listen. SNs which are in listen period sense the environment for 
event detection. If any target is detected, then the node informs the event detec-
tion to CH. Since major objective of this phase is to enhance the coverage of tar-
get, CH computes the coverage intensity in target region. This is because, the 
MNs are in sleep and some SNs also in sleep. So, it is not fair to cover the target 
region with small number of active nodes. Hence coverage intensity computa-
tion plays vital role in 4TQS method. If coverage intensity is largely enough, 
then CH doesn’t made decision on mobile node reposition. Otherwise, CH takes 
decision on mobile node reposition and selects optimal mobile node for reposi-
tion by HAHP algorithm. The selected mobile node is scheduled to listen mode 
until the event is completed. As stated earlier, consider Ns with N number of 
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SNs and M number of MNs. If a node SNi in cluster Ck senses a target T at time 
t. Immediately SNi reports to CHk about event detection. Then CHk computes 
coverage intensity (CI) for region T as follows, 

( )CI 1 1 xq= − −                           (4) 

CI is calculated in terms of probability of coverage (q) and number of active 
nodes (x). Probability of coverage (q) is computed in terms of sensing range (R), 
size of deployment region (D), as  

2Rq
D
π

=                              (5) 

If CI is high, then the mobile node reposition is not necessary. Otherwise CHk 
selects optimal MN in Ck for reposition. Optimal MN is selected by HAHP algo-
rithm. In HAHP algorithm, optimal MN is selected based on multiple criteria 
such as energy level (El), moving distance (MD), and distance with CH (CD). 
Optimal mobile node selection through HAHP is detailed in following steps, 

Step 1: Initially the problem is decomposed into hierarchy of goal, criterion, 
and alternatives. In 4TQS method, goal is to select optimal mobile node for re-
position based on criterions such as El, MD, and CD. The alternatives are v mo-
bile nodes present in Ck. 

Step 2: In next step, priorities for each criterion is derived by Bayesian opti-
mization model. This step illustrates the importance of each criterion in decision 
making. In Bayesian optimization, improvement level plays vital role in priority 
provision. Probability of improvement is expressed as, 

 ( )( )Improvement xφ γ=                        (6) 

Here ( )xγ  is obtained as follows, 

( ) ( )
( )

best xf x
x

x
µ

γ
σ

−
=                         (7) 

Hence predictive mean function ( xµ ) of problem f(x), predictive marginal 
function ( ( )xσ ) are involved in improvement prediction. Based on probability 
of improvement, each criterion is provided with priority value. If probability of 
improvement for a criterion is high, then that criterion is provided with high 
weight value (or) priority value. This priority value indicates the importance lev-
el of that criterion in decision making. After weight value provision, pairwise 
comparison matrix is generated as follows, 

1 2

3
1

2 3

1

1 1

1 1 1

Sum 1 Sum 2 Sum 3

w w

w
w

PM

w w

 
 
 
 
 
 =  
 
 
 
  
 

                   (8) 
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Based on sum values, the pairwise matrix is normalized. In normalized ma-
trix, each row wise average value is computed in order to predict priority value 
for each criterion.  

Step 3: In this step Consistency Index (CIx) is computed. From pairwise ma-
trix (PM) and normalized matrix, weighted matrix is generated. A random ma-
trix is generated in this step. The maximum eigenvalue maxλ  is determined 
from both random matrix and weighted matrix. Then the CIx is calculated as, 

maxCIx
1

λ −
=

−



                          (9) 

Here   is the size of weighted matrix.  
Step 4: Finally, rating value for each alternative is determined based on CI and 

the ratings are multiplied with criterion weight value to obtain global ratings. In 
this manner, HAHP selects optimal mobile node for (MNop) for reposition. The 
selected (MNop) is repositioned to target region in order to improve coverage.  

Algorithm 2 explains the overall process involved in coverage enhancement 
phase. Since MN for reposition is selected based on multiple criterions, energy 
consumption and delay for repositioning is small. Therefore, proposed coverage 
enhancement algorithm in 4TQS method not only improves coverage and also 
results in better energy efficiency, and delay. In 4TQS method target is covered 
by required sensor nodes which improves sensing quality in the network. The next 
process is to improve connectivity in the network through routing algorithm. 

 
Algorithm 2. Coverage Enhancement algorithm. 

 
 
1: 
2: 
3: 
4: 
5: 
6: 
7: 
8: 
9: 
10: 
11: 
12: 
13: 
14: 
15: 
16: 
17: 
18: 
19: 
20: 
21: 
22: 
23: 
24: 

Input: T, MNs, SNs, CHk 

Output: Coverage enhancement 
Begin 
For kSN C∈  

Sense the target 
If (T detected) 

Report→CHk 
Else 

Follows sleep scheduling 
End If 

End for 
In CHk 
Compute CI 
If (CI==high) 

Don’t move MN 
Else 

Select MN from HAHP 
Initialize kMNs C∈  

For all MNs 
Find CIx  
Find rating 
Select MNop 
Move MNop→T 

End for 
End If 
End 
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4.5. Routing Phase 

In this phase an optimal route selection algorithm is presented with the aim of 
minimizing delay and improving connectivity. Since data transmission is carried 
out between CH and sink node, the connectivity between CHs and sink node is 
major concern in WSN. CH selection in clustering phase also considers distance 
as major constraint. Thus, the connectivity between selected CH and sink is al-
ready strengthened. In order to improve the connectivity, 4TQS method presents 
an efficient DTMR algorithm for routing. In DTMR algorithm initially all possi-
ble paths are detected. And cost function for each path is computed based on 
path latency, and hop count. The path which provides minimum cost function is 
selected for routing. Through this path data transmission between sink node and 
CH is carried out.  

Consider CHk wants to transmit data to sink (S). Initially all possible paths 
are detected as { }1 2, , , PP P P P=  . Then cost function for pth path is computed 
as, 

,p p pCF Delay HC= ∑                     (10) 

where Delayp is computed as, 

1p
N

qqDelay D
=

= ∑                       (11) 

Here Dq refers to the delay of qth SN present in Ck. The path selection condition 
is formulated as, 

( )minoptimal pPath CF=                     (12) 

In all possible paths which provide minimum cost function is selected as op-
timal path and selected for routing. 

Steps involved in DTMR 
 
Steps involved in DTMR algorithm 

Step 1: 
Step 2: 
Step 3: 
Step 4: 
Step 5: 
Step 6: 
Step 7: 
Step 8: 
Step 9: 
Step 10: 
Step 11: 
Step 12: 
Step 13: 

Initialize DTMR 
Find all possible paths pP P∈  

For each pP P∈  

Find Delayp 
Fid HC 
Compute CFp 
If (CFp==Small) 

Select as optimal path 
Else 

Goto step3 
End if 

End for 
End 

 
Since Pathoptimal is selected with the consideration of delay and hop count (HC) 

of the path, data transmission is efficient in the network. The path selected by 
DTMR has active SNs only which ensures reliable connectivity between sink and 
CHs. Therefore, proposed 4TQS method achieves better QoSensing metrics such 
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as coverage, connectivity, delay, energy efficiency, and throughput. 

5. Experimental Evaluation 

In this section we analyze foremost QoSensing metrics in two different topolo-
gies (star and mesh) through our proposed method. This section is comprised 
with following subsections such as simulation environment, performance me-
trics, and analysis of performance metrics. Each subsection is detailed as follows. 

5.1. Simulation Environment 

To implement our proposed 4TQS method, NS-3.26 network simulator is uti-
lized. Significant simulation parameters considered in our work are depicted in 
Table 1. 

In star topology nodes are organized around a central hub. Here communica-
tion is held in centralized manner. Simulation environment of our proposed 
work in star topology is depicted in Figure 4. Whereas mesh topology is a dis-
tributed, adaptive, and self-organized network topology. Simulation environ-
ment of 4TQS method in mesh topology is illustrated in Figure 5. 

The specifications provided in Table 1 are applicable for both star and mesh 
topologies. 

By considering significant parameters highlighted in Table 1, we analyze pro-
posed method in both star and mesh topologies. 

 
Table 1. Simulation parameters. 

Parameter Value 

Number of nodes 
Static nodes 120 

Mobile nodes 30 

Number of sink node 1 

Number of Target 1 

Mobility model of SNs Constant mobility model 

Mobility model of MNs Random way point model 

Speed of MNs 
In Star 30 mbps 

In Mesh 100 mbps 

Topology Star and Mesh 

Initial energy 0.5 Joules 

Simulation area 1000 × 1000 m 

Packet interval 0.5 sec 

Simulation time 15 seconds 

Sensing range 25 m 

Data acquired bytes 1 KB 

Number of bits transmitted 400 bits 
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Figure 4. Star topology. 

 

 
Figure 5. Mesh topology. 

5.2. Performance Metrics 

To evaluate QoSensing in WSN through our proposed method, we consider 
performance metrics which play vital role in quality of sensing. In order to eva-
luate the QoSensing following performance metrics are considered: coverage 
rate, connectivity ratio, energy consumption, end-to-end delay, and throughput. 
Each significant metric is described in below subsections. 

5.2.1. Coverage Rate (C. Rate) 
Coverage rate is defined as the ratio between area of network covered by sensor 
nodes to the total area of network. This metric is directly depends upon coverage 
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intensity. It can be expressed as, 

area covered by sensor nodesCoverage rate
Total area

=             (13) 

This metric is considered as major QoSensing metric (i.e.) coverage rate is 
high in the network indicates the improvement in sensing quality in the net-
work. Thus we consider coverage rate as important metric for our analysis.  

5.2.2. Connectivity Ratio (C. Ratio) 
Connectivity ratio is defined as the ratio between number for nodes connected 
with sink and total number of nodes in the network. It is given as,    

No of nodes connected to sinkConnectivity ratio
Total number of nodes

=          (14) 

Connectivity in the network ensures that there is at least one path is available 
between sink node and sensor nodes. High connectivity in the network increases 
coverage rate which results in better quality of sensing.  

5.2.3. Energy Consumption (EC) 
Energy consumption in the network is defined as the amount of energy con-
sumed to perform processes such as sensing, transmitting, and receiving. It is 
computed as, 

Energy consumption ,i i i
Tx Rx sensingi N E E E

∈
= ∑              (15) 

Here energy consumed by a sensor node i during transmission, receiving, and 
sensing are denoted ,i i i

Tx Rx sensingE E E  respectively. If sensing quality of in the net-
work is high, and then the energy consumption in the network is low (i.e.) an ef-
ficient QoSensing improvement method achieves high sensing quality even with 
small number of sensor nodes.  

5.2.4. End-to-End Delay (E2E Delay) 
End-to-end delay is defined as the average time taken by a data packet to reach 
destination from sources. This metric includes all possible delays during trans-
mission such as queuing delay, processing delay, propagation delay, and trans-
mission delay. 

Sum of time spent to deliver dataDelay
Amount of data received by sink node

=            (16) 

E2E delay represents the connectivity in the network indirectly (i.e.) if the 
connectivity in the network is high then E2E delay is small. Hence E2E delay 
impact on sensing quality of the network. 

5.2.5. Throughput (Thr) 
Throughput is defined as the total number of packets transmitted to the speci-
fied destination in given time. This metric is high when connectivity and cover-
age are high in the network. Also, this metric evaluates the performance of routing 
algorithm.  
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5.3. Analysis of QoSensing 

In this section, we analyze the quality of sensing in WSN through proposed me-
thod in terms of performance metrics in two different topologies.  

5.3.1. Analysis of Coverage Rate 
In proposed 4TQS method coverage is improved in coverage enhancement 
phase. Here we evaluate the effectiveness of coverage enhancement phase in 
both topologies.  

Figure 6 provides the graphical representation of coverage rate analysis in 
both topologies. It is clear that reasonable coverage rate is achieved in both to-
pologies. In 4TQS method both static and mobile nodes are presented in the 
network. Involvement of mobile node repositioning in 4TQS method helps in 
achieving highest coverage rate. Since coverage is enhanced based on coverage 
intensity, 4TQS method is able to solve coverage problem in WSN. Proposed 
work provides coverage rate about 0.157 averagely in star topology and 0.138 in 
mesh topology. It is worth to note that proposed method provides nearly 0.15 as 
coverage rate in both topologies even with small number of sensor nodes present 
in the network. The result is obtained for a network with 30 sensor nodes. But 
coverage rate is directly proportional to number of sensor nodes. Therefore, 
proposed method is well performed in both topologies in terms of coverage rate. 

5.3.2. Analysis of Connectivity Ratio 
This metric evaluates the performance of clustering algorithm and routing algo-
rithm in both topologies. This metric is directly proportional to number of sen-
sor nodes in the network. 

In Figure 7, we analyze connectivity ration in star and mesh topologies. From  
 

 
Figure 6. Analysis of coverage rate. 
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Figure 7. Analysis of connectivity ratio. 

 
the graph, it is clear that connectivity in star topology is better than mesh topol-
ogy. This is because, in start topology each nodes is connected with the centra-
lized hub which may be CH or sink node. In our proposed 4TQS method, net-
work is clustered by using NFAP algorithm in which each CH is selected opti-
mally. Thus each node in the cluster is connected with CH in order to transmit 
sensing information. So the connectivity between each node and CH is ensured. 
Similarly effectual routing algorithm namely DTMR is responsible to maintain 
connectivity between CH and sink node. So connectivity in star topology is 
slightly better that mesh topology. But in mesh topology, connectivity inside the 
cluster is not assured while connectivity with sink is preserved by DTMR algo-
rithm. Therefore connectivity in mesh topology is slightly lesser than star topol-
ogy. The average connectivity ratio in star topology is 84.7% while average con-
nectivity in mesh topology is 84.06%.  

5.3.3. Analysis of Energy Consumption 
Efficient clustering algorithm and routing algorithm minimizes energy con-
sumption. In this subsection, we analyze the impact of topology in energy con-
sumption with respect to sensing quality. 

Graphical representation of energy consumption analysis is depicted in Fig-
ure 8. From the figure, it is clear that energy consumption is better in star to-
pology compared with mesh topology. The major sources of energy consump-
tion are transmission, receiving, and sensing. Since connectivity is high in star 
topology, energy consumption during transmission is negligible. Thus star to-
pology achieves minimized energy consumption than mesh topology. 

Even with minimum connectivity, energy consumption in mesh topology is 
marginally lower than star topology. This is due to involvement of efficient 
routing algorithm in 4TQS method. Since the transmission path is selected based 
on cost function, transmission is fast and requires minimum energy. Therefore 
proposed method provides minimized energy consumption in both star and  
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Figure 8. Analysis of energy consumption. 

 
mesh topologies. In star topology, energy consumption is 10.39 Joules while in 
mesh topology average energy consumption is 10.4 Joules. In both topologies, 
energy consumption is maintained as constant. In proposed method, energy 
consumption is minimized due to involvement of both static and mobile nodes. 
Energy consumption in static node is held in the form of sensing energy while 
energy is consumed due to movement in mobile nodes. 

5.3.4. Analysis of E2E Delay 
This metric evaluates the performance of routing algorithm in the network. 

In Figure 9, we analyze end-to-end delay in proposed method in two different 
topologies. For a network with high connectivity, this metric is low. Thus lower 
E2E delay represents the connectivity in the network. Since connectivity is high 
in star topology, E2E delay also minimized in star topology. Proposed method 
provides small E2E delay in both topologies with the help of effectual delay to-
lerance routing algorithm. Here the transmission path is preferred as optimal 
path, if it provides minimum delay. Through this optimal path, data transmis-
sion is carried out. Therefore delay introduced during data transmission is small 
in the network. The difference between these topologies occurs due to connec-
tivity ratio. Since connectivity ratio in star topology is high, delay is minimized 
slightly compared with mesh topology. Our proposed method introduces aver-
age delay of 0.3994 seconds in star topology while this measurement is about 
0.39995 seconds in mesh topology. 

5.3.5. Analysis of Throughput 
This metric evaluates the routing algorithm involved in the network in terms of 
numbers of bits transmitted per second in the network. Analysis of throughput 
in two topologies is depicted in Figure 10. Here throughput efficiency is margi-
nally high in mesh topology 

This result shows the efficiency of DTMR algorithm presented in 4TQS method. 
Since DTMR selects optimal path for transmission, high throughput efficiency is  
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Figure 9. Analysis of E2E delay. 

 

 
Figure 10. Analysis of throughput. 

 
achieved. Even in the presence of 10 nodes in the network, DTMR algorithm 
helps to transmit 39,600 bits per second in the network. Thus proposed method 
provides reasonable results in throughput efficiency in both topologies. Average 
throughput in star topology is 40,008.3 bits per second whereas in mesh topolo-
gy is 40,050 bits per second.  

Thus, QoSensing metrics in proposed method are analyzed in both star and 
mesh topology. In order to show the efficiency of our proposed method, we 
compare our proposed method with existing works QoS with AODV [26], mul-
ti-hop routing [30], Data fusion method [32], and MDR method [34] held on 
WSN QoSensing improvement. 

In Figure 11, the coverage rate for the proposed mechanism with respect to 
the number active nodes compared other schemes. 

4TQS respect to other schemes has high coverage rate and performance in 
both topology. Compared our method with experimental results that used ap-
proximate parameters; Star and mesh topology, network with proportion of 
static and mobile nodes up to 300 nodes. Initial energy in nodes is up to 500 
joules, interval intervals up to 10 seconds, coverage area 1000 × 1000 meters. 

In Table 2, comparative analysis of QoSensing improvement in proposed  
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Table 2. Comparative analysis. 

Work/metric [26] [30] [32] [34] 
4TQS 

Star Mesh 

C.Rate - 0.07 0.12 0.04 0.157 0.138 

C.ratio 80.6 75.7 62.75 85,3 84.7 84.06 

EC 12.74 18.33 13.62 13.71 10.39 10.4 

Delay 0.8 0.7 0.8 0.5 0.3994 0.3999 

Thr 28,000 - 25,000 41,000 40,008 40,050 

 

 
Figure 11. Coverage rate 4TQS versus other schemes. 
 
method with other previous works is depicted. From the table it is clear that each 
QoSensing metric is improved in our proposed 4Tire method in both topologies. 
Here connectivity ratio of 4TQS method is lower than MDR method. It is worth 
to noting that in MDR method, connectivity ratio is obtained with minimum 
300 nodes which is relatively higher than our proposed work. Since connectivity 
is increases with respect to number of nodes, the result is obtained. Even with 
small number of nodes, 4TQS method achieves considerable connectivity ratio. 
Thus, significant QoSensing metrics are analyzed in two different WSN topolo-
gies comparative analysis shows that proposed 4TQS method provides better 
QoSensing in WSN.  

6. Conclusion 

4TQS method is proposed to reduce the energy consumed by communication in 
dynamic WSNs. The method with algorithms for clustering clusters with distri-
buted fault tolerance was presented, avoiding coverage holes efficiently. Here, 
the CH was optimally selected based on residual energy and the runtime discov-
ery was made in the event of a CH failure, increasing connectivity. Enhanced 
delay tolerant routing improves WSN metrics as well as improves energy effi-
ciency. 4TQS metrics were compared with similar trials. Thus, we propose the 
usage 4TQS method to solve the problem of detecting and bypassing holes in 
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WSNs. In future, our proposed method evaluates cluster and tree topologies in 
order to analyze QoSensing in those hierarchical topologies. 
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